
$87.00 ($72 if all pictures are digital)
This package allows you to create a montage to fit your needs. Some clients
request a short video message to share with a loved one; others want a detail
video to tell a story or to share a number of pictures and video clips of their life.
This allows you to create a video that suits your needs. It starts off with the
nucleus of what you need to create the montage and you can add as many or as
few of the pictures or video clips to make up your montage. This video includes
pan and zoom on pictures, adding video clips if requested, and fancy transitions
if the pictures or story calls for it. We give you 2 titles, but more can be added.
Titles are great in helping you tell your story or, if your prefer, you can add audio
interviews behind the pictures or video clips to make your video come alive.
Package Nucleus
30 pictures (includes scanning)
2 Titles
2 songs
1 copy on DVD
1 USB flash drive with scanned pictures and video file
Private web link with video to share online

Add to above package
Video Clips $5.00 each
Scanned pictures $2.50 each
Digital pictures $2.00 each
Titles $3.00 each
Songs $4.00 each
3 minutes audio interview $4.00
DVD Copies $10.00 each
USB flash Drive $20.00 each
Audio interviews added (done by you) MP3 Free*
*See tape transfers for transferring cassettes to MP3

Timing
There is not an average time each picture is viewed on the screen. It varies per
picture, depending on what is in the picture and amount of movement we add to
the picture. But if you were to average out the all the pictures-each would be on
about 5 to 8 seconds or 50 pictures would be around 6 to 8 minutes, 100 pictures
around 10 to 12 minutes, 150 pictures around 12 to 15 minutes. Adding video
clips can lengthen those times

Instructions for Pictures for Montage
Put the pictures in the order you want them to appear. If they are all digital
rename the files in the order you want them to appear. If you have a combination
of digital and printed pictures, number the pictures and then skip the digital one
and rename the digital the number it is going to be placed within the printed
pictures. If you have video clips on a small piece of paper place a sheet of paper
within the pictures where you want the video to appear.
Pictures can be number with post its. If you actually write on the pictures, be sure
not to press too hard so it does not show up in scanning. Also do not write with
pens that smear and ruin the pictures. Take pictures out of albums and frames.
(Call if you can’t get out of album and we can give further instructions) Buy large
zip lock plastic bags and place pictures in bags. If you are having sections or
chapters in video, place pictures in separate bags for each section. Write the
number on each bag in the order you want the sections to go.
Titles and Captions-Music-In each bag place a piece of paper with titles you want
to introduce the section. If you want captions on certain pictures, write the picture
number and then the caption you want placed under picture. Write the song and
artist you would like used in this section of pictures.


Make the above package an autobiography or biography video
Add interviews-You film your own interviews with our consultation, we edit these
in with your creative montage package, $50.00 for up to 8 minutes of video
interview added into video. $8 for each additional minute
We film your interviews and add them in with video and pictures $250.00 for up
to two people and $50.00 for each additional person. All interviews must be done
in one location

